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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and let P be a Sylowp-subgroup of G. In Ref. [3], 
R. Brauer and the author obtained rather detailed information about the 
characters of G satisfying the following hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS 1. The centrafizev ?f every non-identity element of P is the 
centralizer C of P. 
This condition implies that P is an Abelian trivial intersection (t.i.) set and 
that its normalizer has a special structure. Clearly, the hypothesis is satisfied 
if ~ P 1 = p. It was shown in Ref. [3] that if G satisfies Hypothesis 1 and has 
a faithful complex representation of degree x less than (1 PI .-- l)lj*, then 
P -3 G. The results in Ref. [3] constitute a partial extension of the work of 
Brauer [I, 21 on groups having a Sylow group P of prime order p. Among 
other things Brauer proved [2, Theorem 31 that if such a group has a faithful 
representation of degree x < (p - 1)/2, then P Q G. 
It is the purpose of the present work to extend the results of Ref. [3] so 
that we wiil come closer to generalizing the related work of Brauer [I, 21. 
\Ve denote the normalizer and centralizer of P by N and C, respectively, and 
the group of P’-elements in C by I,‘. We state first: 
‘rIIEORER,I 1. Suppose G is a jinite group and that, for some Sylow p-sub- 
group P of G, the centralizer of every nonidentity element of P is P. If G has 
a.fait&ful representation X of degree zc < (I P 1 - 1)/2, then either 
(i) P -3 G or, 
(ii) no proper subgroup of P is normal in N, N/P is non-Abelian, 
and xf -- x ;- 2 1 P ~ ~-- 2. 
* ‘This research u-as supporred in part by N;&mal Science Foundation GI-ant 
GP-9408. 
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Theorem 1 will be derived as a simple consequence of ‘l’heorems 2 and 3 
and of a variation of Ref. [6, Theorem 4.21. 
'I'HEOREM 2. Suppose G is a finite group and that, Jbr some Sylow p-sub- 
group P of G, the centralizer oj. eaevy nonidentity element of P is P. =Issume G 
has an irreducible character A such that A,. is reducible and exactly one of the 
constituents of A, does not have P in its kernel. Then A( I) > (:V : P) : 
(’ P ~ - 1)/2, and if this last relation is equality, then A, has exactly two 
constituerzts. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis I and that G has an irreducible 
character A 7~ 1,; such that A, is irreducible. Then one of the following must 
occur : 
(i) G has a normal subgroup of index 1 I’ 1, X =- C, and A( I) = 1. 
(ii) G has a proper normal subgroup containing P. 
(iii) (~17 : C) + (1 P 1 -~ l)i2; 
(iv) :V,C is non-Abelian and (11: : (I)” -~ (IV : C) ; 2 i P ~ - 2. 
The characters of a class of groups G in which P need not be Abelian was 
investigated in Ref. [6], and for that reason we restrict ourselves here to the 
Abclian case. It is not known whether Theorems 1 and 2 can be proved under 
the weaker condition of Hypothesis I. I f  P is Abelian but not elementary 
Abelian, then Ref. [6, Theorem 4.21 is stronger in two ways than Theorem 1 
above. Because of the groups SL(2, 1 P I), the inequalities in the three 
theorems are sharp when X/C is Abelian. 
Throughout this paper G is assumed to satisfy Hypothesis 1 and the nota- 
tion introduced above is used. 
I. ‘lhe ~IIAHACTEHS OF G 
In this section we shall derive some relationships among the characters. 
For this purpose and for the sake of continuity it is convenient to begin by 
giving a definition of the exceptional and nonevceptional characters. Clearly, 
Hypothesis 1 implies the following: 
(1A) Let S = C ~ f  -. Thex S is a t.i. set with normalizer A’, and no 
element of S is G-conjugate to an element of N - S. 
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From IA and Ref. [5, (23.1)] we obtain 
(1B) Let OL and /3 be generalized characters of LV such that OI~~~~,~ = 0. Then 
(i) /3”(x) -~ P(x) .for e72ery .x E S and 
(ii) (0~‘~ P”) (01, P). 
:Votation. Let 1 r, == #r , ti2 ,..., $S d enote a full set of irreducible char- 
acters of I’ no two of which arc conjugate in N. Let !?$ denote the set of 
conjugates of I/J~ relative to N, let *V& = Ni denote the inertial group of y’,? 
in .\‘, and let n, = ?zi = (Ni : C). Denote n, m= (N : C) by n and 1 P : by q. 
For 1 _ i ,.G S, ke denote by h,,; , j = 1, 2 ,..., (q - I)jni, a full set of non- 
principal linear characters of P no two of which arc conjugate in Xi . (It 
follows from Hypothesis 1 that (q - 1)/n, is the correct number of values of 
j.) For 1 2: i :< s, let Xii , Xzr )...) xis, denote the distinct irreducible char- 
acters of :V whose kernels contain P and such that I,!J~ (1 xij jr, . 
In terms of this notation, Ref. [3, (3A)] can be expressed as follows: 
(1C) Ezevy character of N has the fom (hii+i)” for some i ~7 I,..., s and 
; -~~ 1, 2,..., (q - l)/n[ or is xii fey some i ~ I, 2 ,..., s and j - 1, 2 ,... si , and 
no tuo of these characters are equal. 
The exceptional and nonexceptional characters of G will be defined b! 
means of the next result: 
(ID) For i = I, 2,..., s there exist distinct irreducible characters YI,,~ , 
k I, 2 ,..., (q - I)jni , and X,,,, , m = I, 2 ,..., ti, (t+ > I), of G, and there 
exist intqgers E, = *I, ci , d ,,,, , m : 1, 2 ,..., ti such that 
(iii) all cl,,,, /- 0, 
(iv) 4,. = 4hW + ci LsyL (J ,sL) on S, 
(v) Xi,,, - df,, LEyi (1 ,#I on S, and 
(vi) all irreducible characters X of G with X -# Ai,; , Xi, for all i, k, 
m must 2:anish on S. 
(If y  - 1 == nj , we omit all reference here and in the sequel to the /li, 
for such an i.) 
hoof. For each i w-c obtain (i) from (lB), (ii) and Ref. [5, (23.3)] or 
[4, (38.16)]. In particular Ai,. = /Ii, only if k -= 1. \Ve have 
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by (1D) (i) and (1B) (ii). This yields the coefficient tr in (ii) and the fact 
that r7 is independent of 1. Forming 
~c see from (i) that the coefficients ci and rlj,,, arc independent of k. 
The Si,, denote the irreducible characters of G other than the Ai, which 
are constituents of (1 &JG - (A,,+!@. F - iom this point of view, (iii) holds by 
definition. It follows from Ref. [3, (4D)] that for j # i, 
Cfljl C , l,l+i -~~ hik$hl) ~: 0, 
so Aj, does not occur in (ii). Similarly, by applying Ref. [3, (4E)], we see that 
Xj,,, dots not occur in (ii) forj f  i. Thus, all the irreducible characters Ai, , 
xiwL are distinct. 
It was shown in Ref. [3, (3.7)] that 
where prr denotes the character of the regular representation of H. Parts (iv), 
(v), and (vi) follow from (I .l) and parts (i) and (ii). This completes the proof 
of (1D) except that it remains to note (in the next paragraph) that t, > 1. 
For each i, the set B,$ - Bi of the characters Ai,: and Xi,,, , with 
k = 1, z,..., (q - 1)/q and m = 1, I,..., ii is a block of full defect, while all 
other blocks are of defect 0. The Ai, arc the exceptional characters in B, and 
the X,,, are the nonexceptional characters in B, . It is known that each block 
B, contains nonexceptional characters [3, (4F)], so ti 1. 1 for each i. In the 
remainder of this section we shall fix attention on one block B, and we shall 
omit the subscript i from its members. 
(IE) We define the nonnegative integers aj , hi, , e,,,j , andf& (which depend 
on ij by 
Then a, and b,, do not depend on k and P,,,, does not depend on 1. 
‘l?his statement is an immediate consequence of (lD)(i) and (lB)(ii). 
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We define xjl I= (xjL , (la$j)“), bj = C;i;, bjLxjl , and f,,,j == C~j=lfi,,J~~~jl . 
Then from (lD)(ii) we obtain 
and 
bj - aj = 6,,ci (1.7) 
where 6,, denotes the Kronecker delta. 
Taking the inner product of x2 and (lD)(ii) and applying (lB)(ii) w:c have 
A routine calculation shows that 
Therefore, upon multiplying (1.4) by xjl and summing over 1 we obtain 
bj i % dimfnlj == 6gzj . 
,,/-I 
(1.6) 
Furthermore, when we take the square of the norm of (lD)(ii) and apply- 
(lB)(ii) and (1.5), we have 
It may be mentioned that (I .7) was obtained as (4.9) in Ref. [3] by a different 
method. 
In the sequel, we will make frequent use of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), and (1.6) in 
the case that i - j = 1. The numbers dim are generalized decomposition 
numbers, and ci and ci are parts of generalized decomposition numbers (see 
Ref. [3]). But the modular theory is not needed here except to the extent 
that it was used in the portions of Ref. [3] applied above. In the case that 
j P 1 = p, Brauer showed [1] that dim = & 1 and that it may be assumed 
that ci = 0. Thompson [7] has obtained the same result by a different method 
when P is cyclic and C = P. His method can be modified easily so that his 
assumption that C = P is replaced by the assumption that P is t.i. It is not 
known whether the result holds under our Hypothesis 1. 
481/20/I-j 
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Except in our proof of Theorem I we shall assume from now on the follow- 
ing: 
HYPOTIESIS 2. Hypothesis I holds, (q ~--- 1)/n z 2, and some 6lock R con- 
tains an exceptiol-lal character A such that exactly one constituent of A,. does 
not hazte P in its kernel. 
It is clear that in proving Theorems 2 and 3 vve may assume (4 - 1)/n . 2 
and hence that the character A in each theorem satisfies the above condition. 
In this section we obtain relations between A and the members of the first 
block B, . More general results could be obtained, but they will not be needed 
in the sequel. 
It follows from (I .2) that 
Q-here X is a linear nonprincipal character of P, 4 is an irreducible character 
of I’, the xj are distinct irreducible characters of N such that I &J C xj , and 
the gj arc nonnegative integers. There must be a second exceptional char- 
acter A’ in R, with 
where A’ is a nonprincipal irreducible character of P not conjugate to h in S. 
We fix attention on the members of B, , omitting the subscript I from its 
members and using for it the notation introduced in Section I for a fixed 
block. 
According to (lD)(i), A(x) = A’(x) f  - OI every p’-element .z‘ of G, and 
according to (lD)(v), X,,(y) :- (I,,,[ f  or every p-singular element y, where 
S,,, E B, . Hence (A ~ A’)(X,, - di,,, I(;) = 0 on all elements of G. Therefore, 
AS,,, -L d,,,,A’ --= A’X,,, + &,,A. Hence 
(S,,, ) LILT) = (AX;,, ) A) = (A’S,,, ) A) + dl,,, = (-Y7;,, , AZ) A d17,, . 
It follow-s that 
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Furthermore zi,rl’)“’ A,(y) = -Ed + cl(q - I)/72 for every p-singular 
element y  of G, by (lD)(iv) and (1.1). It follows that 
\Ve also have 
(x11 9 (~~YGVJ)‘) = (XllWY, w)“) ~ Xldih (2.3) 
(x11 1 WW’~)Y = 0 and (xl1 , x,(~~)‘~) == 0 for p 1. h or (4’. 
(2.4) 
Define Y~,>.~ == (~~2,~ , x1(). Then 
\Ce show that: 
(2A) If  C = PZ, where Z is the center of G, then 
T X11(l) CgjgLYjkt ~~ h”3 
j,lc 
uhere h :: xj gjxj( 1). 
l+oof. \Ve have 
i. 1% , . it J,k 
Some of our later calculations must be divided into two cases. Suppose 
~~(‘1 - 1)/n - e1 > 0. Then cl(q - I),% > -Q ,;: --I, so c1 1;; 0 since 
(q - 1)/n 2; 2. Similarly if cl(q - 1)/n -- e1 < 0 then c1 -r 0. Thus since 
(q ~- 1yn 2: 2, so that exceptional characters exist in the first block, we have 
either of two cases. 
Case I. cl(q - 1)/n - l 1 > 0 and then c1 )- 0, or 
Case 2. cl(q - 1)/z - l 1 < 0 and then c1 e< 0. 
We employ the results of this section to calculate the multiplicities 
((flfl’),V~,,) and ((L~‘),x,,). We have 
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3. A E’ROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Here we shall give a proof of Theorem 2. For that purpose we ma!’ assume 
HYPOTHESIS 3. Hypothesis 2 holds, A,. is reducible, and (’ -= P. 
Since C: _ P, we can put x/ :. x,~ , and then 
Since il,V is reducible, b ‘-- 0 and w-e must have case I in Section 2. ‘1’0 prove 
Theorem 2 it is sufficient to shon- that (q -- 1)/n --: 2 and that for some 1 
we haveR, ~~ I and b = ~~(1). 
(3A) If  1 is such that Ci,lcgjg,,y,, 1 0 and g, -. 0, then b : I and 
((1 -- 1),/n ~~~ 2. 
l’voof. Inequalitv (2.6) implies that 
Since g, :> 0, we have xl(l) : h. I-Iencc 
The assertion now follows from the assumption that (q .~- 1)/n 2. 
\\‘e now complete the proof of Theorem 2. For each 1 we have 
Case 3. Ci,kg,g,Gyjfcl 10 01 
Case 4. Z,i,Fg,.YfcYjkl ) 0. 
In case 3, it follows from (3A) that we can assume g, 7 0. Furthermore 
(2A) implies that for some 1 we have case 4, since b .-- 0. 
Supposc that for all 1 in case 4 we have 
LIultiplying by xl(l) and summing over all values of 1, we deduce via (2A) 
that h” < b2, a contradiction. Thus there exist values of 1 for which 
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In the remainder of the proof I is held fixed satisfying (3.1). By (2.6), 
i 
J$b--1) gL G XL1 1 + C R, gkYjii7 
j./, 
;> ’ Xl(l) -L- bg-, 
and g, > 0. Hence 
(b - l)g, < 1) b ~ I)gi I xl(l). 
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(3.2) 
Therefore (g&) - 1) g, < xr( 1). It follows that g, = 1 and b < xr( 1) + 1. 
Suppose b -7 xL( 1) + 1. Then by (3.2), we have (4 - l)/rz == 2 and 
x:3,k gjg,yj,, = xr( 1) + 1. Since b = Cj gjxj( 1) and gr = 1, there is a unique 
i f  1 such that gi f  0, and then gi -= 1 and x:(l) = 1. Then 
(b(g - 1)/n - 1) gi = 2x1(1) + 1, so (2.6) implies that Cj,kg,iglLy31;i 3 2x&(l). 
Hence (2A) implies that ~~(1) = I, Ej,kgjg,yj,i = 2, and all other terms in 
the expansion (2A) of b2 are zero. But clearly the term of (2A) belonging to 
xi = I,!, is 2, so we can assume that xi = lN:P . But the term di,f,,r in 
(2.6) corresponding to 1, is 1, so that this contradicts (2.6) for xi = l,/, . 
Thus b = xl(l). Suppose that xj,kggjg,yj,L = ~~(1). Then there is only 
one nonzero term in the expansion (2A) of b2. Since the term belonging to 
xi := I,,, is nonzero, we must have x1 = I,!, . Since the term diifrrr in 
(2.6) is 1, (2.6) implies that (Q - 1)/n :< 2, yielding our conclusion in this case. 
Therefore by (3.2) we may assume that Cj,RgigkyjkL = ~~(1) - 1 and 
(4 - 1)/n = 2. Rut then again we have our conclusion, and Theorem 2 is 
proved in all cases. 
4. A PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
For the purposes of proving Theorem 3 we make the following assumption 
throughout this section: 
HYPOTIIESIS 4. Hypothesis 2 holds and A, is irreducible. 
We use the notations of Sections 1 and 2. Hypothesis 4 means that gj = 0 
for every j and /I,,,. = (/!#I)“‘. The theorem will be proved by successively 
eliminating various cases. 
(4A) We may assume that (q - 1)/n > 2. 
Proof. Otherwise the theorem holds true. 
(4B) We may assume that if 4 f  1, (where IJ has the above meaning), 
then n6 > 1. 
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Proof. Suppose $ f  lV and ni :m- 1. Then by (I .7) B, contains only one 
nonexceptional character X;., , and dir Ll. Then (1.6) implies that 
dir : 1 andJrj = ajj . It follows from (1.3) that the kernel of Xi, contains P, 
and thus that Theorem 3 is true. 
(4C) JJe may assume n ;/ I. 
Proof. Suppose n = 1. ‘Then by (4B) 4 = I,, because H ,t n, . Further- 
more, since 11: :== C, a theorem of Burnside implies that G has a normal sub- 
group of index 4. Clearly, /l(I) 1, and Theorem 3 holds. 
(4D) We may assume that cl 5; 0. In particular if we have case I of 
Section 2, then cl = 0, cl == - 1, and a, = b, > 0. 
P~oo’oof. Note first that if cr 2-1 0 and we have case I, then 2c, - <I > 0, 
so cr = 0 and or = -1. Since or == -- 1, (1E) implies that a, > 0 and (I .2) 
implies that b, ==- al . 
Now we show that if cr > 0 then the theorem holds. Since every gj m= 0, 
(2.6) implies that 
for every I, because we must have case 1. Since cr m= b, -- a, > 0, b,, .> 0 
for some 1. Then ~~~(1) 1.: 2, so N/C’ is non-Abelian. We hold this I fixed. 
Suppose n? - n < 2q - 2. Then (q - I)/?$ d:5 n/2 and hence 
?l 1.2 ;-- Xll(l) ;J ; -- 1, 
so that 2n1j2 > n - 2. Consequently, ?z < 8, and since N/C is non-Abelian, 
we have n = 6 and 
Thus q = 19, contrary to the fact that N/C is non-Abelian. Thus 
9 - n > 2q - 2, and the theorem is true in this case. 
(4E) It may be assumed that 
where the$rst alternative OCCUYS zn case 1 und the second in case 2. 
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Proof. The first inequality follows from (1.6), (1.2), (1.3), and (4D). 
(Actually (2.7) implies we have equality here, but this will not be needed.) 
The second inequality follows from the definition of n, . We now verify the 
third inequality. 
A routine calculation shows that 
WY - 1, , (W” lc bv)‘” ICI = 
Therefore 
b1)ln 
Fl (n&l v > W)'" c G4/')" Ic) 
and consequently, 
(Q-1) In 
n,,,n - n. 
: ?l,rl - 11, 
n <6 - 1. 
Since every g,, = 0, (2. I), (2.2), and (4D) yield the assertion. 
(4F) The kernel of each character in the $rst block B, contains V. If  
X,,, -/ I (; then we may assume that ernl > 0. 
Proof. Since every gj = 0, we know that ((/IL!I’)~ , 1,) = 0, because X 
and X’ are not conjugate in N. It follows from (2.1) that if d,,,, < 0, then 
fnti m: 0 for every j. Now (1.3) implies that e,nj = 0 if d,, < 0 and j :b 1. 
Thus the kernel of X,,, contains V if & < 0. Similarly, (2.2) implies that 
in case 2, aj = 0 if j > 1. 
The above together with (I .2), (1.3) and (1.6) implies that 
for j > 1. Hence, both in case 1 and in case 2, aj = h, m~z 0 if j > I. There- 
fore the kernel of each exceptional character in B, contains V. Similarly, the 
same is true of X,, if drm > 0. 
If  XI,,, # lG and enrl = 0 then we have case (ii) of the conclusion of 
Theorem 3. 
(4G) It may be assumed that 1, is not the only nonexceptional character 
in B, for which dl,,, > 0. 
Proof. Suppose lo is the only such character. Then by (4E), we have 
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n < 1 in case 2, contrary to (4C). Th us we may assume we have case 1. 
Then (4E) and (4A) imply that 
q -- 1 
n,;.n-I ,,.12-a,--1 >3a,-1, 
so that a, = 0, contrary to (4D). This establishes (4G). 
(4H) We may assume that d,,,, 1 if drpll .,b 0. 
Proof. I f  dl,, -: 0, then (2.7) implies that firLll == 0 for all 1. Similarly, 
b,, = 0 in case 2. Therefore, according to (1.4) and (4D) 
If dl,, ‘=i 1 thenf,,,, > 0 for some 1 and then ~~~(1) > 1, so that N/C is non- 
Abelian. By (4F) we have e,,,r # 0 if x7,, =# 1, . It now follows from (4E) that 
7~ 3 2(q - 1)/a + 1, and thus the theorem holds in this case. This completes 
the proof of (4H). 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3. Combining (4E) and (4H), 
we have 
where ur denotes the number of nonexceptional characters in B, for which 
dlnl > 0. By (4G), ur > 1 and by (4F), e,,,, :>a 0 if X, # lG . Our inequality 
now implies that (q - 1)/n S 2, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
5. A PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Finally, we apply Theorems 2 and 3 to prove Theorem 1. Given G and X 
as in Theorem 1, if N/P is non-Abelian, assume that X(l)z - X(1) < 2q - 2. 
We claim that P d G. In proving this claim we may assume that G has no 
proper normal subgroups containing P. Then it follows from (IE) that 
every constituent of X is either lG or an exceptional character /l of the kind 
considered in Theorems 2 and 3. But Theorem 2 implies that for each 
exceptional constituent/l, d, is irreducible. Hence we may apply Theorem 3. 
Since (IV : C) < /l(l) < (q - 1)/2, Th eorem 3 implies that G has a normal 
subgroup of index q and that every constituent of X has degree I. Then G 
is Abelian and the claim is proved. 
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To complete the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to apply the following 
lemma: 
(5A) Suppose G is a group satisfring Hypothesis 1 and that G has a faithful 
representation X with X(1) < (q - 1)!2. If P is not normal in G, then no 
proper subgroup of P is normal in N. 
The proof of the lemma is almost exactly the same as the proof of Ref. [6, 
Theorem 4.21, and need not be given again. 
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